Egypt Aggressor Red Sea Liveaboard
St. John’s, Southern Itinerary
March 18,2023 to March 25,2023
Join the Brass Anchor and Aggressor Adventures for a life changing diving adventure aboard the Red Sea Aggressor
III. With awesome visibility and breath-taking soft corals, the Red Sea is one of the most popular liveaboard scuba diving
destinations in the world.
The Red Sea Aggressor III operates from Port Ghalib, a beautiful resort
community. Divers may choose from two itineraries: The Brothers,
Daedalus, Elphinstone itinerary or the St. John’s Reef which also
includes Daedalus. While the Red Sea is known for dazzling soft corals,
divers will also enjoy
exhilarating, high-energy
pelagic action. Whale
sharks, marlin, great
hammerheads, spinner
dolphin, mantas, blue-fin
tuna and thresher sharks
are a sample of what can be seen in the southern Red Sea.
The Brothers islands are among the most beloved places in the Red
Sea, despite being only accessible by Egypt liveaboards and in an
exposed location. Flourishing soft and hard coral growth overwhelms
sheer walls where many pelagic fish dominate the blue. [More details
on these dive sites: Brothers.]
Due to its remote location, Daedalus Reef is a pristine site and one of the best to visit on Red Sea diving cruises.
Currents, while occasionally trying, mean predators such as trevally, tuna and hammerheads are common visitors
along with the less commonly sighted thresher sharks. [More details on these dive sites: Daedalus.]
In the most southerly of Egyptian waters, the St John's Reefs system is riddled with tunnels and swim-throughs as
well as shallow reef flats and steep walls. It therefore provides something very different from many other area
s of the Red Sea. There is a great mix of pelagic action here as well as vibrant reef life.

Trip at a Glance:
th

$200 Due for Initial Deposit
th

Dates: March 18 -March 25 ,2023
Cost: Deluxe Suite $1699 Dble Occ
Master Suite $1799 Dble Occ
Meals,drinks and accommodations are included, diving and tanks and weights

Not included :
$45 Port Fee.,$105 for Marine Park fees
Airport, Boat or Hotel, Transfers
Crew gratuities
Nitrox
Dive gear
Contact : Andre Fedak 301-663-9363, andre@brassanchor.com

